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Development which delivers
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Basic
principles
observed and
reported.

Technology
concept
formulated.

Analytical and
experimental
proof-ofconcept.

Component
validation in
laboratory
environment.

Component
validation
in relevant
environment.

TRL 6

Transition to further integration
and production readiness.

Subsystem
model or
prototype
demonstration
in relevant
environment.

TRL 7

System
prototype
demonstration
flown.

Flight
qualified.

APU - Auxiliary power unit
BoP - Balance of plant
BPP - Bipolar plate
GDL - Gas diffusion layer
H2 - Hydrogen
HT-PEM - High-temperature proton exchange
membrane
LH2 - Liquid hydrogen
LHV - Lower heating value
LT-PEM - Low-temperature proton exchange
membrane
MEA - Membrane electrode assembly
PGM - Platinum group metal
R&D - Research and development
TMS - Thermal management system
TRL - Technology readiness level
V&V - Verification and validation

TRL 9
Achieved all
flight envelope.

Figure 1 – Technology has been assessed against the NASA Technology Readiness Level (TRL) scale
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FUEL CELL STACK COMPONENT ROADMAP
2025

* Endplate

Fuel Cell Stack

* Bipolar plate
(BPP)

Membrane
electrode
assembly
(MEA)

Lightweight metallic endplates

2030

Composite BPPs

Advanced reactant flow field development

Next-generation
reactant flow field

Catalyst and GDL for high performance MEA
with higher Pt-loading

Competitive
Development

2040

Technology
Mature

2050

Improve manufacturability and reduce cost
Innovative mechanical structure to improve
specific power and diagnostics

* Non-humidified membranes and optimised
water management
Next-generation
catalyst and GDL

LT-PEM polarisation curve and efficiency
optimisation

HT-PEM
fuel cell

2035

Essential
Development

Novel integration without
endplates

Composite endplates

Improve gas permeability, thermal
conductivity, durability of composites

Thin, high-protonic conducting membranes
with improved durability

Key

* Alternative to PGM catalyst

* Mass manufacturability of
MEA for cost reduction

Next-generation polarisation curve improvements

HT-PEM: MEAs and component redevelopment for operation ≥120°C

Next-generation high-performance HT fuel cells with improved
thermal cycling capability for operation ≥160 °C
HT-PEM polarisation curve and efficiency optimisation

* Stack
optimisation

Stack optimisation for aviation

Explore design space for
fuel cell technology

Aircraft packaging exploration and structural integration

*Development potentially suitable for both LT-PEM and HT-PEM fuel cells
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FUEL CELL SYSTEM ROADMAP

Key

2025

Fuel Cell
Balance of Plant

Stack heat
rejection system
Stack air
supply system

Stack fuel
conditioning

Water management

Fuel Cell
System

Aviation fuel cell
system
Monitoring

Sustainability

Vapour compression heat rejection cycle for
LT-PEM fuel cell

2030

2035

Essential
Development

Competitive
Development

2040

Major focus liquid heat rejection
cycle for HT-PEM

Continued evolution of HT-PEM fuel cell
liquid heat rejection cycle

High performance sub-systems for LT-PEM
fuel cell heat rejection cycle

Sub-systems for LT & HT-PEM fuel
cell heat rejection cycle

Continued evolution of sub-systems for
HT-PEM fuel cell heat rejection cycle

Air system for LT-PEM fuel cell

Air system for LT & HT-PEM fuel cell

Continued evolution of HT-PEM fuel cell air
system

High performance sub-systems for LT-PEM
fuel cell air system

Sub-systems for LT & HT-PEM fuel
cell air system

Continued evolution of sub-systems for
HT-PEM fuel cell air system

Fuel conditioning system for LT-PEM fuel cell

Fuel conditioning system for LT &
HT-PEM fuel cell

Continued evolution of HT-PEM fuel
conditioning system

High performance sub-systems for LT-PEM
fuel conditioning system

Sub-systems for LT & HT-PEM fuel
conditioning System

Continued evolution of sub-systems for
HT-PEM fuel conditioning system

Technology
Mature

2050

Exhaust water conditioning and processing system further
optimisation based on contrail impact assessment

Water exhaust management system

Explore the capability of fuel cell technology
in aviation (Study + V&V)

Aircraft mission profile and control strategy
for fuel cell propulsion system

Integrated sensors to enable remote
diagnostics and maintenance

Next generation diagnostics and
maintenance

Assess environment impact of current fuel
cell system
Manufacture process for low environmental impact with focus
on system recyclability and re-manufacturing

Explore energy efficient configuration,
such as hybridisation and oversizing

Long-term environmental impact of H2-powered aircraft assessment and evaluation
Net zero production capability
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ABOUT FLYZERO
Led by the Aerospace Technology Institute and backed by the UK government, FlyZero began in early 2021 as an intensive research project investigating zero-carbon emission
commercial flight. This independent study has brought together experts from across the UK to assess the design challenges, manufacturing demands, operational requirements and
market opportunity of potential zero-carbon emission aircraft concepts.
FlyZero has concluded that green liquid hydrogen is the most viable zero-carbon emission fuel with the potential to scale to larger aircraft utilising fuel cell, gas turbine and hybrid
systems. This has guided the focus, conclusions and recommendations of the project.
This report forms part of a suite of FlyZero outputs which will help shape the future of global aviation with the intention of gearing up the UK to stand at the forefront of sustainable
flight in design, manufacture, technology and skills for years to come. To discover more and download the FlyZero reports, visit ati.org.uk
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Reaction Engines, Rolls-Royce, Spirit AeroSystems.

These roadmaps have been developed with a view to accelerate zero-carbon technology development and maximise the potential future value for the UK.
They are unconstrained by the availability of funding.

FlyZero was funded by the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy.
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